
PROPOSAL TO BE SUBMITTED TO NENY MAY ASSEMBLY

Proposal:  That section 11.3 of the HMB Service Manual be edited to read:
"Each year the area will fund one scholarship per cluster, for a total of five (5)
scholarships, for chosen AA members to attend a weekend AA event.  Eligible
events include those which extend for more than one day, are sponsored by an
AA entity such as a District,  Cluster, Area, State or Region,  and which include
speakers, workshops, and panels."

Background:
In 2019, Area 48 charged an Ad Hoc committee to deplete the surplus treasury in
creative and beneficial ways. The annual awarding (by lot) of a $500 scholarship/cluster
was proposed and approved. This new proposal will clarify the language, the process
and the eligibility criteria.

CURRENT LANGUAGE;
11.3: SCHOLARSHIP
Each year, the Area will fund one scholarship per cluster, for a total of five (5)
scholarships, for chosen AA members to attend a weekend event such as
NERAASA or the NYSIW.
- To make the scholarships available as fairly as possible, each District is encouraged to
choose a candidate, preferably by lot (going to the hat) at one of their District Meetings.
That is, candidates’ names are written on slips of paper and put into a receptacle.
- The name drawn out by the DCM or appointed person, is selected.
- That name will then join the names of all other names drawn from that cluster in a
second drawing at the Cluster level. This drawing should be at an Area event and
overseen by the Alternate Chair of the Area. Should the Alternate Chair be unavailable,
the Chair, or failing the Chair the Delegate, should oversee the process.
- Again, candidates’ names may be written on slips of paper and put into a receptacle.
Whichever is drawn out by an appointed person, is selected.
- As there are five (5) Clusters within Area 48 (see Section 7.4 of the Area Manual for a
listing of the Clusters and their respective Districts) the Area will award five (5)
scholarships each year for a total of $2500, each scholarships being $500.
- These scholarships are intended to be spent on attending one event.
- Should there be any funds remaining from the scholarship following the event those
surplus funds should be returned to the Area.
- Eligibility requirements for these scholarships is left to the Districts.
NOTE: We encourage winners to “spread the wealth” for as many participants as they
feel comfortable; ex. room sharing, carpooling, etc.



Proposed Change
11.3-   Scholarship

"Each year the area will fund one scholarship per cluster, for a total of five
(5) scholarships, for chosen AA members to attend a weekend AA event.  Eligible
events include those which extend for more than one day, are sponsored by an
AA entity such as a District,  Cluster, Area, State or Region,  and which include
speakers, workshops, and panels."

To make the scholarships available as fairly as possible, each District is
encouraged to choose a candidate, preferably by lot (going to the hat) at one of their
District Meetings. That is, candidates’ names are written on slips of paper and put into a
receptacle.

The name drawn out by the DCM or appointed person, is selected.
That name will then join the names of all other names drawn from that cluster in a

second drawing at the Cluster level. This drawing should be at an Area event and
overseen by the Alternate Chair of the Area. Should the Alternate Chair be unavailable,
the Chair, or failing the Chair the Delegate, should oversee the process.

Again, candidates’ names may be written on slips of paper and put into a
receptacle. Whichever is drawn out by an appointed person, is selected.

As there are five (5) Clusters within Area 48 (see Section 7.4 of the Area Manual
for a listing of the Clusters and their respective Districts) the Area will award five (5)
scholarships each year for a total of $2500, each scholarship being $500.

These scholarships are intended to be spent on attending one event.
Should there be any funds remaining from the scholarship following the event

those surplus funds should be returned to the Area.
Eligibility requirements for these scholarships are left to the Districts.

NOTE: We encourage winners to “spread the wealth” for as many participants as they
feel comfortable; ex. room sharing, carpooling, etc.

Approval of this proposal will necessitate a change in the Area 48 Service Manual
(revised 2021)

Summary:
The phrase “Eligible events include those which extend for more than one

day, are sponsored by an AA entity such as a District,  Cluster, Area, State or
Region,  and which include speakers, workshops, and panels” will replace the
current language “a weekend event such as NERAASA or the NYSIW.
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Dolores K
Area 48 Alt Chair




